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The Purpose of this policy . . . 
 
The IBF does not presume to be more eloquent than Professor Jigoro Kano himself in expressing 
the purpose of Judo when he said “the purpose of Judo is to strengthen body by practising attack 
and defense, to complete the personality by training the mind, and finally to devote oneself to 
society.”   The pathway to achieving such is found in two foundation principles, Jita-Kyoei and 
Seiryoku-Zenyo.  This then is the inspiration for the grading policy – a set of standards to reach, 
step by step through the grades from beginnings to that final goal.   
 
Every judoka may harbour unique and valid personal reasons for practicing judo, whether it be a 
desire for sporting and competition excellence, health and fitness, self defence, a love of kata, a 
fulfilling social life or the rich cultural history of the martial arts of Japan but ultimately a set of 
standards should serve to connect these goals to Kano`s  vision which he called Kodokan Judo .   
 
The IBF Australia is principally a standards setting organisation rather than an administrator of 
gradings, thus, the following policy should be read as a set of rank standards rather than a 
procedure manual for examiners which is the subject of another IBF publication.    Accordingly, 
there is quite some scope for examiners to employ assessment methods which they are familiar 
with or which reflect the culture and traditions of their local judo community and which answer the 
needs of the players concerned while still upholding the IBF mission.   
 
The IBF is driven principally by a passion to be a uniting influence and a paragon of inclusiveness 
towards the true ultimate aims of judo as Kano envisaged, and as such, these standards include 
many “equivalences” and strive to be not excessively prescriptive.  See appendices at end of 
document for guidance on how inclusive and flexible standards can be applied while effectively 
avoiding all risk of such constituting a lowering of standards.   
 
Gradings are not intended to be a gauge of a straight linear climb up the ladder of judo skills.  The 
emphasis on gradings shift and morph as they progress to illuminate different facets of a judoka`s 
development as he or she progresses.   The grading examiner who keeps these simple 
foundations and ultimate aims of judo uppermost in mind will be able to interpret and apply these 
standards with much greater clarity, relevance and fairness across the widest range of players no 
matter their age, gender, ability, special needs or cultural background 
 
As stated earlier, this policy is not a procedure manual on how to conduct gradings or how to 
practically  apply these standards.   Such is covered in another set of IBF publications including . . .  
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Kyu Grades 
 

Go Kyu 
Mons (U10) 
3 white stripe 

 
Yonen (U13) 
2 white stripe 

 

Shonen (U16) 
1 white stripe 

 

Seinen (16+) 
 

 

Time in Rokyu N/A N/A N/A 

Ukemi All All All 

Nage Waza 2 4 8 

Osae Waza 1 2 4 

Shime Waza N/A N/A 2 

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 1 

Knowledge Novice Novice Novice 

Etiquette Novice Novice Novice 

Renwaku Waza N/A N/A N/A 

Kaeshi Waza N/A N/A N/A 

Randori N/A N/A N/A 

Contest N/A N/A N/A 

Kata N/A N/A N/A 

Service N/A N/A N/A 

Jita-Kyoei   Addressed * 

Seiryoku-Zenyo   Addressed * 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Mons and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.   

* Addressed The student shows some surface grasp of a concept or it is obvious that the coach has exposed the 
student to at least the basics of a concept. 

* Explained  The student can describe the concept even if at that point deep understanding is not yet evident. 
 

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached. 

+   or  
+ variants 

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves, counters, small variations etc.   

 
 



 

 

 

Yon Kyu 
Mons (U10) 
3 white stripe 

 
Yonen (U13) 
2 white stripe 

 

Shonen (U16) 
1 white stripe 

 

Seinen (16+) 
 

 

Time in Gokyu N/A N/A N/A 

Ukemi All All All 

Nage Waza 4 8 16 

Osae Waza 2 4 4 + 

Shime Waza N/A N/A 4 

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 2 

Knowledge Novice Novice Novice 

Etiquette Novice Novice Novice 

Renwaku Waza N/A N/A N/A 

Kaeshi Waza N/A N/A N/A 

Randori Optional * Basic * Competent * 

Contest N/A N/A Optional * 

Kata N/A N/A N/A 

Service N/A N/A N/A 

Jita-Kyoei Addressed * Addressed * Explained * 

Seiryoku-Zenyo Addressed * Addressed * Explained * 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Mons and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.   

* Addressed The student shows some surface grasp of a concept or it is obvious that the coach has exposed the 
student to at least the basics of a concept. 

* Explained  The student can describe the concept even if at that point deep understanding is not yet evident. 
 

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached. 

+   or  
+ variants 

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves, counters, small variations etc.   

 
 



 

 

 

San Kyu 
Mons (U10) 
3 white stripe 

 
Yonen (U13) 
2 white stripe 

 

Shonen (U16) 
1 white stripe 

 

Seinen (16+) 
 

 

Time in Yonkyu N/A N/A N/A 

Ukemi All All All 

Nage Waza 8 12 24 

Osae Waza 2 4 6 

Shime Waza N/A N/A 6 

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 4 

Knowledge Novice Median Median 

Etiquette Novice Median Median 

Renwaku Waza N/A 1 2 

Kaeshi Waza N/A 1 2 

Randori Competent Competent Competent 

Contest N/A Optional Optional proxy 

Kata N/A N/A Nage no Kata set 1 

Service N/A N/A Optional 

Jita-Kyoei Explained Explained Emerging 

Seiryoku-Zenyo Explained Explained Emerging 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Mons and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.   

* Addressed The student shows some surface grasp of a concept or it is obvious that the coach has exposed the 
student to at least the basics of a concept. 

* Explained  The student can describe the concept even if at that point deep understanding is not yet evident. 
 

* Emerging Not only can the student explain a concept, there is also clear evidence that the concept  is emerging 
as an integral part of their approach to judo.   

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached. 

+   or  
+ variants 

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves, counters, small variations etc.   

 
 



 

 

 

Ni Kyu 
Mons (U10) 
3 white stripe 

 
Yonen (U13) 
2 white stripe 

 

Shonen (U16) 
1 white stripe 

 

Seinen (16+) 
 

 

Time in Sankyu ≈ 6 months ≈ 6 months ≈ 8 months 

Ukemi All All All 

Nage Waza 16 24 32 

Osae Waza 4 6 + variants 6 + variants 

Shime Waza N/A N/A 6 + variants 

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 4 + variants 

Knowledge Novice Median Median 

Etiquette Novice Median Median 

Renwaku Waza 1 2 4 

Kaeshi Waza 1 2 4 

Randori Competent Competent Competent 

Contest N/A Optional proxy Proxy (5 wins) 

Kata N/A N/A Nage no Kata 1 role 

Service N/A N/A Optional 

Jita-Kyoei Emerging Emerging Developed 

Seiryoku-Zenyo Emerging Emerging Developed 

 
 

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Mons and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.   

Time in previous grade - ≈ x months (approximately x months) is a guide only and depends on participation levels. 

* Emerging Not only can the student explain a concept, there is also clear evidence that the concept  is emerging 
as an integral part of their approach to judo.   

* Developed The concept is fully understood by the student who is actively attempting to incorporate it into his or 
her daily practice and approach. 

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached. 

+   or  
+ variants 

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves, counters, small variations etc.   

* Proxy 

 

Generally required, but if not assessed for any reason must be proxied by some other testable skill or 
knowledge or service of equal or preferably greater difficulty and as much as is practical to be of the 
same genre of ability, e.g. absence of contest points might be proxied with a more demanding randori 
or kata demonstration; absence of refereeing skills proxied by outstanding club service or historical or 
kata knowledge.  

 



 

 

 

Ik Kyu 
Mons (U10) 
3 white stripe 

 
Yonen (U13) 
2 white stripe 

 

Shonen (U16) 
1 white stripe 

 

Seinen (16+) 
 

 

Time in Rokyu ≈ 18 months ≈ 24 months ≈ 42 months 

Ukemi All All All 

Nage Waza 24 32 40 

Osae Waza 4 6 + variants 6 + variants 

Shime Waza N/A N/A 6 + variants 

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 4 + variants 

Knowledge Median Comprehensive Comprehensive 

Etiquette Median Comprehensive Comprehensive 

Renwaku Waza 2 4 6 

Kaeshi Waza 2 4 6 

Randori Competent Competent Competent 

Contest N/A Optional proxy Proxy  (8 wins) 

Kata N/A N/A Nage no Kata 1 role 

Service N/A N/A Optional 

Jita-Kyoei Emerging Developed Embedded 

Seiryoku-Zenyo Emerging Developed Embedded 

 
 

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Mons and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.   

Time in previous grade - ≈ x months (approximately x months) is a guide only and depends on participation levels. 

* Emerging Not only can the student explain a concept, there is also clear evidence that the concept  is emerging 
as an integral part of their approach to judo.   

* Developed The concept is fully understood by the student who is actively attempting to incorporate it into his or 
her daily practice and approach.  

* Embedded The concept is not only completely understood but is also a solidified and inseparable characteristic 
of a students practical judo and general demeanour.  

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached or surpassed. 

+   or  
+ variants 

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves and setups, counters, small variations etc.   

* Proxy 

 

Generally required, but if not assessed for any reason must be proxied by some other testable skill or 
knowledge or service of equal or preferably greater difficulty and as much as is practical to be of the 
same genre of ability, e.g. absence of contest points might be proxied with a more demanding randori 
or kata demonstration; absence of refereeing skills proxied by outstanding club service or historical or 
kata knowledge.  

 



 

 

 

Dan Grades 
 
Dan grades are nominally grouped as . . . 

 five black belt grades from ShoDan to GoDan as examinable grades in a gradient 
beginning with skills and on-mat excellence and ranging through extensive knowledge and 
finally showing strong evidence of a sense of service in readiness for life in the master 
grades.   

 five service based grades or “master” dan grades from RokuDan to JuDan.  Master grade 
holders may elect to wear a black belt during ordinary club based activities, or optionally, 
particularly at formal events, a red and white belt from 6th to 8th Dan or a red belt for 9th and 
10th Dan.  Master grades are effectively the custodians of judo into the future, not merely 
accomplished judoka.   

 
Dan grades 1 to 5 are seen as a progression from on mat excellence towards an end point of 
complete development in terms of knowledge, service and ability, both as a practicing judoka and 
as a facilitator of judo through coaching, refereeing, grading and governance.    
 
1st and 2nd Dans are principally concerned with proving their skills and knowledge on the 
competition mat, in kata and as emerging coaches.  SanDan holders should be able to 
demonstrate that there is no significant facet of judo of which they have no exposure to or 
knowledge of.  While their contest days may be drawing to a close, they should be coaching, 
refereeing or building better clubs and developing those abilities which may well carry them 
forward into the highest black belt grades and onwards into the master grades.  4 th and 5th Dans 
need to be in a position of confidence that there are no missing pieces to their judo – serious 
testing of their judo skills and knowledge draws to a close at 5 th Dan.  The learning process 
continues of course, but such usually takes direction into some specialty area or perhaps research 
or ongoing high level service beyond that expected of the non-master grades.   
 
 
While the master grades are substantially service based grades based largely on the applicants 
entire history of service to judo and a notable record of success in many facets of judo, it is 
sometimes  accompanied by an on-mat grading.  Such is in no way a testable set of skills or kata 
excellence but rather a celebration of a judo life well lived.  It is unusual for a judoka still in their 
younger middle years to gain a master grade but where the applicant is able they may indeed 
perform a kata, usually a kata not associated with the five competitive kata but more often the 
more esoteric kata such as Go no Sen no Kata, Itsutsu no Kata or Koshiki no Kata. This is not 
mandatory of course and the applicant who still enjoys a level of fitness allowing kata such as Ju 
no Kata or Kodokan Goshin Jitsu may well elect to perform such.   
 
 
Accordingly, both the applicant and the examiner should clearly encourage this progression from 
skills and knowledge to character development and finally to service.   
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

ShoDan  
to  
GoDan 

ShoDan 

 

 

NiDan 

 

 

SanDan 

 

 

YonDan 

 

 

GoDan 

 

 

Min Time 

in previous 

grade 

12 Months 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years 5 Years 

Ukemi All All All All All 

Nage Waza 40 40 40 40 67 

Osae Waza 4 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 8 + variants 

Shime Waza 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 8 + variants 

Kansetsu 
Waza 

6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 

Knowledge Competent Proficient Complete Complete Complete 

Etiquette Competent Proficient Complete Complete Complete 

Renwaku 
Waza 

8 8 12 16 16 

Kaeshi 
Waza 

8 8 12 16 16 

      

Randori Competent Proficient Exemplary Exemplary Exemplary 

Contest Proxy (15 wins) Proxy (10 wins) Proxy Proxy Proxy 

Kata Nage no Kata Nage no Kata 

Katame no 
Kata 

Katame no 
Kata 

Kime no 
Kata 

Kime no Kata 

Ju no Kata 

Kodokan 
Goshin Jitsu 

Ju no Kata OR 
Kime no Kata 

Service Optional Proxy Required Required Required 

Jita-Kyoei Embedded Embedded Exemplary Exemplary Exemplary 

Seiryoku-
Zenyo 

Embedded Embedded Exemplary Exemplary Exemplary 

 
 

* Embedded The concept is not only completely understood but is also a solidified and inseparable characteristic 
of a students practical judo and general demeanour.  

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached or surpassed. 

+   or  
+ variants 

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves and setups, counters, small variations etc.   

* Proxy 

 

Generally required, but if not assessed for any reason must be proxied by some other testable skill or 
knowledge or service of equal or preferably greater difficulty and as much as is practical to be of the 
same genre of ability, e.g. absence of contest points might be proxied with a more demanding randori 
or kata demonstration; absence of refereeing skills proxied by outstanding club service or historical or 
kata knowledge.  

 



 

 

 

RokuDan 

to  
JuDan 

RokuDan 

 

 

NanaDan 

 

 

HachiDan 

 

 

KuDan 

 

 

JuDan 

 

 

Min Time 

in previous 

grade 

6 Years 7 Years 8 Years 9 Years 10 Years 

Skills The assessment of the master grades are performed over some extended 
period of time using (but not limited to) documented historical records, 
current status and activity, notable contributions to Judo, supporting 
statements from other higher Dan grades, panel hearings in concert with 
National and International consultation.   
 
Master dan grades could also be granted at the discretion of the panel 
where there is documented exceptional service given and an uncommonly 
high demonstrated standard of elected kata knowledge.  

Knowledge 

Service 

Jita-Kyoei 

Seiryoku-
Zenyo 

 
 

Footnotes 
As inclusive as flexible standards are, they also bring risks, for in allowing flexibility they may be 
seen to allow a dropping of standards. An examiner, in trying to be inclusive and flexible, is 
required to raise the standard every time he or she allows flexibility.  If for example an examiner 
because of some disability on the applicants part  is crediting “service to judo” where the standards 
are really calling for on-mat skills (e.g. shiai, kata), then that service should be of a standard and 
vigor that might actually be more demanding than the on-mat requirement.    
 
Ambiguous standards are always resolved by referring back to the opening statement of this policy 
wherein it stated precisely what the purposes of these standards are.  Again, this can be distilled 
down to Professor Jigoro Kano`s own edict . . . 
 
 

 

 

“The purpose of Judo is to strengthen body by 
practicing attack and defense, to complete the 
personality by training the mind, and finally to devote 
oneself to society.”   
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 John Guljas 
 Director, Judo Department 
 IBF Oceania (Australia) 
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